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FROM PREFERENCE TO HIRING BEHAVIOR

6.11

Introduction

Inn the previous chapter we have seen preferences of employers for different types of
lowerr skilled job-seekers who do not hold a job. Preference, however, only tells us
somethingg about the relative qualities of applicants for different employers. Whether the
employerr really thinks applicants are fit for the job or not, cannot be learnt from the
preferencee model. Suppose we take three applicants, A, B and C, and an employer who
preferss C over B, and B over A. In that case we do not know whether the employer
wouldd actually like to hire applicant C or all three applicants or maybe none of the Üiree.
Inn order to understand the hiring behavior of employers, we need to extend our model of
preferencee with some notion of which applicants might actually be offered a job by
whichh employers.
Sectionn 6.2 analyzes this 'acceptability' of applicants. The analysis is based on the
answerss respondents gave to the following question: "You have just ordered a set of 18
profiles.. Maybe not every applicant described in the profiles has a real chance of being
hiredd by you. Could you give the rank of the profile you think would be the last to have
aa real chance of being hired?" Together with the preference ranking, the answers to this
questionn give us the possibility of assessing which applicants may be hired out of any
givenn set of applicants.
Afterr estimating a preference model in the previous chapter and a model of acceptability
inn section 6.2, it is possible to simulate the flow of applicants into jobs in section 6.3. To
thatt end, we need to know which applicants do apply for the type of jobs this study
focusess on. It has to be noted that the model is based on data describing applications of
job-seekerss who are currently out of work. So, such a simulation must be restricted to
thiss type of job-seekers; it has to abstract from people who are currently working and
activelyy seek a new job. For this reason the simulation can only be of a partial nature.
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Job-seekerss who are currently out of work is a rather well-defined group on the Dutch
laborr market, but there are no representative data sets offering all the characteristics
whichh are needed for this simulation. Therefore, a database of job-seekers currently out
off work is created in such a way that it resembles the key characteristics of this group in
reality.. Section 6.3 presents only a brief description of this set of applicants, appendix B
presentss a full description of the created database.
6.22

Acceptability

Ass we saw above, respondents in the survey were not only asked to reveal their order of
preference,, but also to tell the interviewer which profiles would be acceptable for
employmentt within their firm. The result is that each set of 18 profiles is divided by
eachh respondent in a set of acceptable profiles and its complement (either set may be
empty). .
Thee question is now to explain acceptability. In section 5.2 we used the preference
rankingss to estimate the unobserved quality index yk for profile k by yk

0 xk . The

straightforwardd hypothesis on acceptability is to suppose that a threshold value v exists
suchh that applicant k is acceptable if yk > v. We then want to estimate a logit model:
a(y-v) a(y-v)
PP (acceptable ) = —
1+e1+e*(y-v)

C6-1)

*(y-v)

wheree the critical value v needs further specification.
Firstt of all, v can take the shape of a threshold with an absolute size, determined by
characteristicss of the organization, of the vacancy and of the person who selects. In this
casee v = 6 'z, in which z is the vector of job-offer-characteristics, and 5 contains the
correspondingg parameters.
Second,, applicants may be called acceptable if they are 'good' compared to the other
applicants,, in which case v takes the shape of a threshold of relative size. We define y
andd S

2

as the mean and variance of the yk of the 18 profiles supplied. Notice that 9

differentt subsets of 18 profiles were used, which gives some variation in y and Sy per
subset.. Notice also that y depends in part on firm-specific values (see table 5.3), hence,
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yy and 5

vary per observation. We assume for convenience that the distribution of y is

describedd by these two parameters. The thesis that acceptability is a relative quality
translatess into the notion that someone is acceptable if he belongs to a specific upper part
off the potential workers on offer. More precisely, we assume applicant k to be acceptable
iff yk > y + v S , where i\ defines a specific level in the supply distribution, which has
too be estimated.
Callingg the first acceptability definition absolute and the second relative, we may also
believee that in practice a mixture is followed (see for this idea Hagenaars and Van Praag
(1985)) in a different context). In this case the actual acceptability threshold is a weighted
averagee of an absolute and a relative threshold, which amounts to (dropping the obvious
subscriptt k):
vv = pb/z+(l-p)(y

+vSy)

(6-2)

Substitutingg (6.2) in (6.1) leaves parameter vector 8 and coefficients or, p and r\ to be
estimated.. In our first estimates a strong (generalized) multicollinearity appeared between
pp and the vector 6. Also, p was very small (less than .1) and not significant, which
pointss to strong relativity. However, the restriction p = 0 was rejected in a likelihood
ratioo test, which means that the absolute effects cannot be ignored. Due to the large
standardd deviations of p and 6 separately, table 6.1 presents estimates of the product pö
insteadd

18

.

Thee value of p indicates that acceptability is indeed an absolute as well as a relative
phenomenon,, with weights .06 and .94 respectively. These weights seem to suggest that
thee quality of applicants relative to the quality of the total supply of applicants is by far
thee most important screening device. This, however, is not entirely true; the real effect of
thee absolute component in (6.2) appears to be more prominent than is suggested by the
weightt p. The relative threshold implies that employers are interested in applicants k,
withh yk > y + yS . Supposing that the ^-values of our population of job-seekers follow
aa normal distribution and substituting the estimate for rj = 0.2, the relative effect in (6.2)
impliess that employers are interested in the best 42% of the applicants. Of all (312*18 =)

Thee log-likelihood of the model presented in table 6.1 is -2529. We can compare this value with
thee likelihood for a 'naive' model, which supposes the probability of being acceptable is a
constant.. The log-likelihood for that model equals -2936. A likelihood ratio test (30 degrees of
freedom)) indicates that the model in table 6.1 is a significant improvement on the naive model.
CHAPTERR 6 FROM PREFERENCE TO HIRING BEHAVIOR
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Tablee 6.1 Acceptability model; estimation results'
parameterss

P?>

constantt term

1 51 ( -69)*

VACANCYY CHARACTERISTICS
typee of work:
commerciall
administrativee
caree
heavyy physical labor
educationn requirements:
primaryy
juniorr secondary general
seniorr secondary general
juniorr secondary vocational
seniorr secondary vocational
currentt salary (gross, monthly, /1000)
FIRM/ESTABLISHMENT-CHARACTERISTICS S
sector: :
constructionn
otherr industry
mainn establishment
tradingg results:
moderatee
badd
noo answer
numberr of employees in establishment (/100)
proportionn of part-time employees
proportionn of employees younger than 25
proportionn of employees older than 40
proportionn of non-Dutch employees
trainee(s)) present
SELECTORR CHARACTERISTICS
job::
personnel manager
personnell worker
administrativee
yearss of experience/100
femalee
OTHERR PARAMETERS
pp
„„

aa

1 0 44

- -41 ( -21)
- -37 ( .28)
-33 ( .21)
-38 ( .17)*
-78 ( .22)*
112 ( .41)*
1-44 (1.08)
.91 ( .15)*
1.86 ( .43)*
19 ( .08)*

- -60 ( .28)*
- -24 ( .22)
1-24 ( .30)*
- 52 ( -17)*
1.91 (.40)*
-1-63 ( .87)
- .09 ( .04)*
-1-39 ( .36)*
- .69 ( .31)*
-1.63 ( .33)*
- .99 ( .50)
- -61 ( -12)*

.81 ( .24)*
-1-01 ( .38)*
- -33 ( .19)
2.83 ( .61)*
-68 ( .20)*
value
.06 (.19)
.20 ( .39)
.644 ( .03)*

standard errors between brackets, * significant at 5%-level
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56166 profiles supplied in the survey, the respondents marked only 22% as acceptable.
Thiss indicates that the absolute part of acceptability reduces the acceptable group from
42%% to the observed percentage of 22%. The size of this effect may be accounted for if
wee calculate the actual absolute effects. Division of the coefficients pö in table 6.1 by
pp = 0.06 yields coefficients 6 which are quite large and thus offset the small
p-coefficient. .
Thee estimates for vacancy, firm and selector characteristics appeal to common sense in
mostt cases. Higher education requirements, higher salary and/or heavy physical labor all
leadd to a higher acceptability threshold. Construction firms and (to a lesser extent) other
industriall firms have less stern demands than service sector companies. Main
establishmentss are more selective than branch-establishments. Selection is also strongly
linkedd to trading results: as these get worse, selection becomes more severe. Small
establishmentss select more sharply than big ones. The presence in the firm of employeetypess who rank low in the preference-ordering (e.g. women, ethnic minorities etc.),
reducess the acceptability threshold. Looking at different selector-types it appears that
personnell managers are the sternest selectors with general managers on their heels;
personnell workers are the most easy going. Longer experience in his job makes the
selectorr more critical. Finally, female selectors appear to be more severe than their male
counterparts. .
InIn sum, these results support the hypothesis that selection depends on fixed as well as
supply-dependentt considerations. The fixed part varies with the situation at hand in a
veryy plausible way.
Even-odds-ages Even-odds-ages
Thee present model does not only define acceptability but non-acceptability as well. Over
lifee most variables do not change, but age does. Given the strong negative relation of
preferencee and acceptability probabilities with age, we would like to look at the age at
whichh workers turn unacceptable. Clearly it is not possible to speak of a single age-limit
beyondd which a worker becomes unacceptable; there is always a random factor present,
whichh implies that older people's chances may decrease but will never equal zero. So we
introducee the concept of an even-odds-age, which is defined as the age at which the
probabilityy of acceptance drops below 50%. From equation (6.1) it follows that the evenodds-agee is given as the solution of y - v = 0 or, substituting (4.1) and (6.2):
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Thee models as given in table 5.3 (for the left hand side of (6.3)) and table 6.1 (for the
rightt hand side of (6.3)) yield the even-odds-ages in table 6.2. Table 6.2 differentiates
even-odds-agess with regard to worker types and characteristics of the vacancy, the firm
andd the selector. Also, the effect of the quality of competitors is presented. For example,
thee probability of acceptance for the reference male of Dutch origin drops below 50% at
thee age of 40. If the same person suffers from a slightly inferior health, he reaches even
oddsodds at only 26 years of age. On the other hand, if the same reference person is not, as
inn the reference situation, confronted with the general manager of the firm, but instead
withh the personnel worker, the even-odds-age rises from 40 to 51.
Noticee that for many worker types the computed even-odds-age is extremely low, that is,
beloww 17 years of age, or does not exist at all, because (6.3) has no solution. In these
casess we put a dot in table 6.2, implying that the probability of acceptance stays below
50%% at all relevant ages. For example, the reference female breadwinner with a nonDutchh origin faces a probability of acceptance below 50 percent at any relevant age.
Onlyy if this reference person applies at a firm with more than half of its personnel being
women,, and if she is 18 years or younger, her odds turn out favorably. Again we want to
stresss the fact that unfavorable or non-existent even-odds-ages may not prevent people
fromm finding jobs. However, given the attitude of employers, the odds are against them.
Thesee results are not very favorable to anybody who searches for a job at the lower end
off the labor market. Even in the reference situations, with applicants possessing
relativelyy 'good' attributes, in relatively 'easy' situations the odds turn against any jobseekerr over 40 years of age. Just one or two unfavorable characteristics can make the
oddss unfavorable over an entire lifetime.
AA relatively lenient attitude can be found in construction companies (but not for women),
inn establishments with many women (only for women) and in establishments with many
non-Dutchh employees. On a more optimistic note, y and Sy2 may change in the medium
term,, as a consequence of a changing labor force. Due to the relativity-effect, even-oddsagess will then change as well. The last line of table 6.2 shows that a decrease in the
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Tablee 6.2 Even-odds-ages for various workers3
dutchh origin

REFERENCEE SITUATIONS*
APPLICANT T
slightlyy inferior health
undereducated d
limitedd command of language
travellingg time > one hour
unemployedd > six months
part-timee availability
noo experience
wagee cost subsidy
VACANCY Y
technicall work
caringg work
heavyy physical work
seniorr voc. training req.
currentt salary ƒ 3000
FIRM/ESTABLISHMENT T
sector:: construction
-- other industry
mainn establishment
badd trading results
numberr of employees: 100
femalee employees: 50%
employeess over 40: 50%
non-Dutchh employees: 90%
SELECTOR R
personnell manager
personnell worker
female e
COMPETITION N
meann quality y decreased by .5**

otherr origin

male e

femalee

40 0

17 7

27 7

23 3

21 1
24 4
26 6
31 1

26 6
31 1
34 4
33 3
36 6
38 8
39 9
42 2

female
bread-winner r

malee

34 4
29 9
34 4
19 9
37 7

23 3

47 7
43 3

37 7
32 2

female

female e
bread-winner r

28 8

18 8

17 7

41 1
40 0
44 4
49 9

20 0
40 0
26 6
35 5

26 6
51 1
29 9
46 6

28 8

37 7
27 7
33 3
40 0

38 8

32 2

43 3

30 0

21 1

36 6

35 5

18 8

24 4

blankk cells indicate that the even-odds-age is below 17 or does not exist.
definedd as persons with 'good' attributes and no wage cost subsidy, applying for an administrative job
forr which a primary education is required, in a non-construction, non-industrial company with good
tradingg results. The establishment has 10 employees of which 20% are female, 30% older than 40, and
10%% non-Dutch. The selector is assumed to be the (male) general manager. The competitors of the
applicantt are assumed to have a quality roughly equal to the mean of the sample (y=-2.5). A full list
off applicant attributes and job and firm-characteristics used can be found in Appendix C. The table
presentss the even-odds-ages for situations which differ from the reference situations in one single respect, ,
thiss corresponds, for instance, to an age increase from 30 to 38.
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qualityy of the average competitor can increase your even-odds-age. The table shows the
examplee of an increase in the average age of the competition from 30 to 38 (or any other
decreasee in the quality of the competition by an equivalent amount). In that case, the
even-odds-agee for the reference female of Dutch origin goes up from 17 to 30 years.
Fromm this it can be concluded that, for instance, labor force ageing implies better chances
forr job-seekers.
6.33

Simulations

Noww that we have calculated preference and acceptability probabilities for various types
off job-seekers, we would like to apply these results to the current labor market situation.
Onn the basis of the empirical findings we can simulate the dynamics of the Dutch labor
market.. The simulation bears resemblance to the idea of a labor queue as presented in
Thuroww (1975). As was argued in section 3.5, Thurows' job-competition model may
servee to describe the rationing of jobs at the lower end of the Dutch labor market, due to
regulationss like collective agreements and the legal minimum wage. The simulations may
shedd some light on the structure of lower skilled unemployment, given the screening
attitudess of Dutch employers. Reality is very heterogeneous and therefore we single out a
feww cases for simulation.
Sincee application frequencies are unknown, the duration of unemployment will be
expressedd as the number of applications until a job is found. This duration may be called
thee application spell. At this point, we could assume that an applicant with quality yl
appliess simultaneously with k other applicants, who all have a fixed quality y2

In that

casee the probability of being hired in one application would be the product of the
probabilityy of being ranked first (equation (4.2)) and the probability of being accepted
(equationss (6.1) and (6.2)):

e
pp

=

yy}}

e

ocfyj-ph'z-(1

-p)(y +r\ S )]
y
__

(6.4)

Inn this case, the average application spell would be \lp. In reality, however, y2 and k are
likelyy to vary. To obtain a more realistic situation, a database was created of one
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thousandd (jobless) job-seekers which roughly represents the lower skilled part of Dutch
unemployment.. A full description of the construction of the database may be found in
Appendixx B.
Thee database of job-seekers is used to analyze the flow of job-seekers into jobs. The first
stepp in the simulation process is to randomly select a random-sized group of applicants
whoo are considering applying for a job. The number of potential applicants per vacancy
iss drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 25. The potential applicants are drawn
randomlyy from the data base. The outcomes are sensitive to the number of potential
applicants.. It turns out that very large groups of potential applicants sharpen the
distinctionn between groups of successful and unsuccessful job-seekers; this is the result
off fiercer competition. Small average numbers of potential applicants per job-offer
equalizee the differences between the two groups. This observation implies that the
structuree of the simulation results is of more importance than the absolute outcomes,
whichh have to be treated cautiously.
Figuree 6.1 Graphic representation of the simulation model

self-selectionn

rank-ordering

acceptability

Neww

Jobjob-seesee-- = > kers
kers s

Job-fin-ders s

pre-discouraged d

<< 20 times
200 times

post-discouraged d
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Figuree 6.1 gives a graphic representation of the simulation model. Potential job-seekers
havee to clear three 'hurdles' before finding a job

19

.

First,, potential job-seekers have to decide to actually apply for a certain job. The main
assumptionn behind the idea of self-selection used here is that job-seekers have full
informationn on the chances they have in different applications and act according to this
knowledge.. In other words, if acceptance in a job is improbable, the jobless will most
probablyy not apply for that job either. Hence, the acceptance model, estimated in the
previouss section, is also used as the device of self-selection. Potential applicants pass the
firstt hurdle and become actual applicants with probabilities calculated with the
acceptancee model. The process of self-selection reduces the initial group of potential
applicantss (25 at the average) to an average number of actual applicants of
approximatelyy 5.
Second,, in order to get the job, you have to be ranked first in the selection process. The
probabilitiess of being ranked first are calculated with the estimates of section 5.3.2 on
thee preference model. A random choice using these probabilities leaves us with a single
applicantt who passes the second hurdle.
Third,, if you are ranked first, you have to be acceptable to the employer. The chance of
beingg hired after being ranked first is computed using the acceptability model. This
probabilityy is then used to randomly decide whether the applicant gets the job.
Onn the demand side of the simulation model we distinguish three types of vacancies.
Theyy are taken from table 5.7 in the preceding chapter, with a modification regarding
educationall requirements. Requirements are supposed to be equal for all vacancies, while
thee characteristics 'overschooled', 'underschooled' and 'meeting the requirements' are
spreadd randomly over applicants. This modification makes simulation easier and does not
alterr results. The vacancies used in the simulation are shown in table 6.3.
Thee dynamics of the model imply that each time a candidate is hired, a new job-seeker
iss added to the database. Newcomers in the database are supposed to have characteristics
similarr to the people who are already in the database, except for their age: newcomers
willl be primarily younger people leaving school (see appendix B for a full description).

Comparee Renes (1991), who uses a two hurdle model for the labor market behavior of women.
Ourr hurdles two and three are more or less a subdivision of the second hurdle in Renes' model.

1 1 00
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Tablee 6.3 Vacancies used in the simulation
numberr

vacancy description

number of vacancies {%)

11

Construction company, 20 employees, 5% women,
physicall labor

20

22

Industrial company, 50 employees, 17% women,
non-physicall labor

20

33

Service sector company, 10 employees, 40% women,
commerciall job

60

Eachh cycle in the simulation consists of a thousand vacancies being filled. Each cycle
thuss describes a single turnover of what we may call the 'job-queue'. At the end of a
cyclee both the job-seeker group and the job-finder group contain a thousand people.
Eachh cycle starts anew with the same data base; we present average results over 50
independentlyy run cycles.
Wee will focus on differences between successful and unsuccessful job-seekers. Table 6.4
showss some characteristics of the two populations. We can see that 'bad' traits are more
numerouss among unsuccessful job-seekers. Whereas 61% of the job-seekers are women,
onlyy 42% of the job-finders are. Furthermore, we can see that the share of people over
400 years of age is 4.2 times higher among job-seekers than it is among job-finders. The
differencess between the two populations become even more striking when we look at
peoplee with two characteristics which employers find unattractive. For example, people
whoo are over 40 years of age with a minor health problem have a share among
unsuccessfull job-seekers which is almost twelve times higher than among job-finders.
Thee last lines in table 6.4 show that people who find a job need much less applications
thann people who are still looking for a job. We have to keep in mind that for people who
aree still searching after the simulation cycle the application spell is not yet completed!
Withinn the job-seeker group, we may distinguish two subgroups of special interest.
Togetherr these two subgroups may be called discouraged workers. The first group
distinguishess itself because job-seekers can hardly be expected to go on trying forever to
findd a job. It was assumed that people would stop trying after 20 rejections; this is,
failingg on the second or third hurdle for 20 times. This group is of special interest,
becausee it can be considered as 'lost', 'true' supply of labor. 'True' in the sense that
theyy actually tried to find a job, 'lost' in the sense that they have stopped trying. About
CHAPTERR 6 FROM PREFERENCE TO HIRING BEHAVIOR
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Tablee 6.4 Percentage share of several traits in the job-seeker and job-finder groups

SINGLEE DISADVANTAGE
job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

female e

age e
overr 40

sick* *

non-dutch h

under-educated d

61 1
42 2
1.5 5

46 6
11 1
4.2 2

22 2
6.4 4
3.4 4

39 9
20 0
2.0 0

26 6
18 8
1.3 3

TWOO DISADVANTAGES
agee over 40

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

27 7
4.5 5
6.0 0

healthh problem

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

12 2
1.9 9
6.3 3

13 3
1.1 1
11.8 8

non-Dutch h

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

19 9
4.5 5
4.2 2

14 4
1.4 4
10.0 0

7.3 3
1.3 3
5.6 6

undereducated d

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

14 4
5.6 6
2.5 5

12 2
1.8 8
6.7 7

3.3 3
.6 6
5.5 5

7.8 8
2.9 9
2.7 7

Averagee application spell for job-seekers: 11.5
Averagee application spell for job-finders: 7.2
slightlyy increased probability of sick leave
afterr filling 1000 vacancies. N.B. application spells for job-seekers are not yet completed!

10%% of all job-seekers face this type of discouragement in the simulation. We will call
thiss group 'post-discouraged' to distinguish it from a second type of discouraged jobseekers.. In this second subgroup we find job-seekers who stumble regularly over the first
hurdle.. They may be called 'pre-discouraged' as they never get to the point of an actual
application.. We define this group as those who fail to apply for a job for 80 or more
times.. This arbitrary number was chosen in order to get a group of similar size as the
post-discouragedd group

% of all job-seekers). Table 6.5 shows, as can be expected,

thatt people with unfavorable traits tend to be pre-discouraged. A more striking result,
however,, is the composition of the post-discouraged group. People in this group have
relativelyy favorable traits, and do (accordingly) apply regularly, but get discouraged by a
largee number of rejections. In fact, the people in this group are more similar to the
averagee job-finder than to the average job-seeker. It seems that a lot of people get
discouragedd by sheer bad luck.
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Tablee 6.5 Traits of several types of job-seekers and job-finders (percentages)
singlee disadvantage
female e

agee
overr 40

sick*

nondutch

under-educated d

total l

26 6
29 9
20 0

100 0
100 0
100 0

18 8
22 2
20 0
17 7

100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

(of types of) job-seekers
JOB-SEEKERS S
total l
pre-discouraged d
post-discouraged d

61 1
69 9
44 4

466
811
266

22
37
10

39
45
26

%% (of types of) job-finders
JOB-FINDERS S
total l
jobb 1 (construction)
jobb 2 (industry)
jobb 3 (services)

42 2
22
15 5
63 3

111
133
111
100

6
8
7
6

20
33
34
12

** slightly increased probability of sick leave

Withinn the job-finder group we may gain some more insight in the nature of selection by
lookingg at job-finders in different jobs. Separate results for the three job types in the last
threee lines of table 6.5 show a very low number of women being hired for physically
heavyy construction work. This may not be surprising. However, industrial firms also
appearr to hire few women for non-physical jobs. This results in a lot of women applying
forr and being hired in the service sector. On the other hand, ethnic minorities appear to
havee far better chances in industrial and construction sectors.
6.44

Concluding remarks

Withh the results of chapter 5 it is possible to calculate quality-indices depicting the
qualitiess employers attach to individual applicants. In this chapter we have used these
quality-indicess to analyze the acceptability of candidates. Whether employers consider a
candidatee to be acceptable for employment in their firm appears to depend on two
things:: the perceived quality of competing candidates and a set of firm-specific values.
Thee former implies that acceptability is in part a relative phenomenon, the latter implies
thatt firms also use some absolute measuring rod which depends on the situation at hand.
Thee absolute part of acceptability depends on characteristics of the vacancy, the firm and
thee selector. This fixed part varies with the situation at hand in quite a plausible manner.
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Too name but a few effects, higher education requirements, higher salary and/or heavy
physicall labor all lead to a higher acceptability threshold. Construction and industrial
firmss and branch-establishments are less picky than service sector companies and main
establishments.. Looking at different selector-types it appears that longer experience on
thee job makes the selector more critical. Most peculiar, perhaps, is the finding that
femalee selectors appear to be more severe than their male counterparts.
Afterr the analysis of acceptability, it was possible to analyze the flow of job-seekers into
jobs,, given the selection criteria of employers. To that end, the selection of applicants
wass simulated, starting with a constructed database of job-seekers. From this simulation
itt may be concluded that if selection criteria used by employers do not change,
segregationn by sector may persist. Ethnic minorities primarily find employment
possibilitiess in construction and industry, whereas female job-seekers find better chances
inn the service-sector. More alarming may be the development for the group mat does not
findd a job. Due to the selection criteria employers use, this group contains large numbers
off ethnic minorities, women, older workers and people with health problems. If
employerss keep using their current selection criteria, the problem groups identified in
chapterr 2 may prove to be lasting.
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